Edwards County Fair  
July 19-24, 2022  
Sunflower Contest  
(Tallest Plant & Largest Bloom)

Sponsored by Bank of Lewis

See Open Class General Rules in the Fair Book.  
Open to all ages.  
Entries must be entered during exhibit check-in according to the  
Fair Schedule.  
Seeds are recommended to be started the end of April or at least  
by early May.  
To exhibit in the Tallest Sunflower class, cut sunflower off at  
ground level. Do not bring roots to fair.  
To exhibit in the Largest Bloom class, cut the stalk approximately  
6” below the bloom.  
Prize money to be awarded in each age group.  
500701  Tallest Sunflower Plant (Youth –18 and under)  
500702  Tallest Sunflower Plant (Adult – 19 and over)  
500703  Largest Bloom (Youth – 18 and under)  
500704  Largest Bloom (Adult – 19 and over)